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have the breadths of long barrow heads, whicb, however, are much longer (208 mm. 
on the average). The Rowgrave lheads of North Germany, whose average length is 
given as about 200 mm., come much nearer to Group III; and as these probably 
represent the aboriginal bloinde race of North Germany, it is reasonable to assume that 
our Group III represenits blonde immigrants from North Germany, wlho, when they 
arrived in Aberdeenshire, found the country in possession of a tall, broad-headed, 
dark-haired, blue-eyed people, the descendants of the men of the Bronze Age. The 
resemblance of Group I to Deniker's Adriatic type is significant wlheni taken in 
conjunction with the fact that bronze first came into the British Isles from South-east 
Europe. 

Germany: Folklore. Wuttke. 
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Bearbeitung vonl Elard Hugo Meyer. Berlin: Wiegandt & Grieben. 1900. 
8vo. pp. xvi, 536. Price 12 mnarks. 

The original author of this work would probably hardly recognise it at first sight, 
for in the hands of its present editor, whose previous work in the field of German 
folklore clearly marked him out for the task, it has much more than quadrupled itself, 
and is niow a work at once interesting to read and indispensable to all students of 
custom and belief, whether in G-lermany or in other countries. If he has not produced 
an absolutely complete work, Dr. Meyer has given us an unsurpassed collection of 
popular superstitions and practices. Even the specialist can turn to it with advantage 
to himself; if he can point out omissions, he can also learn much from it. The name 
of the author is a sufficient guarantee for the accuracy of the facts recorded and of 
their localisation, but some of us will regret that the autfhorities were not in all cases 
given. A complete bibliography of works used would have been useful, even if the 
editor is correct in holdino that exact references are superfluous. In any case, it 
would have been advisable to identify the facts now published for the first time. 

Another point on which many will be disposed to differ with him is the retention 
of the more than doubtful mythological theories of his original author. Those who 
wish for information on Wodan and Pro, Freya and the Valkyries, will rather turn to 
mnore reliable anthorities. The book is a collection of folklore, not a connlected whole, 
and the excision of unreliable portions would have left more space for other matter or 
permitted the editor to replace them by somethinog less open to criticism. The editor 
has in some portions of the book appended a warning ?, but there remain a 
sufficient number of assertions calculated to mislead the unwary. It would, for 
example, have been well to modify the unqualified statement (? 82), "the hare, probably 
a symbol of fertility, beloligs to Ostara, the goddess of spring." The very existence of a 
goddess Ostara is disputed, ancd the suggestion that the hare belonged to her was never 
more than a wild guiess, due to the -connection of the hare with Easter, both in 
Germany and in this country. Mlany other statemelnts might be mentioned whlich are 
inore interesting than reliable: the devil's horns (? 171) are derived from L)onar's 
goat; and the mythological views of the original writer are througbout more promi- 
nent than their imiportance at the present day justifies, adopted though they be by his 
present editor. 

It would not be difficult to compile a list of omissions, more or less important. 
The " Brauthahn" is lnot mentioned in this index, and only appears incidentally in the 
book; t.he egg-games at Easter, Blind Man's Buff, and the use of masks in general 
seem to be omiitted; the list of animal superstitions might with ease be doubled; and 
the re-written section on the history of witchcraft is a little disappointing. A refereince 
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to heathen priestesses, savage parallels, and poinits of connection with werewolves 
might well lhave found a place. 

Completeness, however, in a " Sammelwerk " of this description is much more 
easy to aim at than to attain, and for the r esult of Dr. Meyer's efforts we should have 
nothing but admiration if the duty of the reviewer were not to criticise. A word of 
praise may be said for the index, which covers 42 pages in double columns and contains 
about twelve references to every page of the book. -The use of the *, however, to 
indicate importanit references seems to be slightly erratic. On turning up " Tanz " 
in the index, ? 252 is starred, but contains only 31 lines on the subject. The print is 
conveniently large, and there is a most laudable absence of errata. N. W. T. 

Germany: Folk Medicine. Juhling. 
Die Tiere in der deuitschlen Volksmedizin alter und neuer Zeit. Von Johainnes 

Jiihling, mit einem Geleitworte von Hofrath Dr. med. Hdfler. 6ittweida, 
Polytechnische Buchhandlung (R. Schulze), N.D. 8vo. pp. 355. Price 6 marks. 
Presented by the Author. 

Mr. Jiihling has conceived the excellent idea of extracting the anthropological 
and folklore material buried in the MSS. of the University Library of Dresden. In 
this book we find tbe firstfruits of his labours-a large collection of receipts for the 
use of animals in medicine, most of them hitherto unpublished, together with an 
appendix of magical formuloe. The material is arranged in the main alphabetically 
according to the names of the animals, and there is also an index. It might have 
been well to give a little more information as to the man-uscripts and to localise the 
superstitionus better, especially where quotations from other works are in question. 
The work is inteinded for the use of the folklorist, and he wants to know where a 
superstition is practised. A bibliography of works cited is appended, but this does not 
always give a clue to the provenance of the matter cited. A dictionary of diseases 
would have beeln a laborious work, but would probably have made the book easier to 
use. These are, however, points of milnor importance and more iii the way of 
suggestions for the future. 

Dr H6fler contributes a short introduction. He seems to take the view that 
buman sacrifice was the original form; domestic animals were stibstituted for human 
beings, and wild animals for domestic animals. Even if the origin of the domestica- 
tion of animals is not to be sought in sacrifice, there is no reason to suppose that the 
sacrifice of wild animals is later in time than the sacrifice of domestic animals. In a 
considerable number of cases the aiuimals used in magic must be killed on a specified 
date or at a specified period of the year, i.e., it was originally sacrificed at this date; it 
is therefore arguable that this is the origin of no inconsidlerable part of the magical 
receipts. For the later developments, the doctrine of signatures, a first cousin of 
mimetic magic, was of great importance; bear's grease was used for bald people 
because the bear is a hairy animal. It is to be hoped that Mr. Juihling will soon give 
us the volume he promises in a footnote, and follow it up by sinmilar works. N. W. T. 

Bornholm. Buschan. 
Bornholm. By Dr. G. Buschan, From Globus LXXVI., pp. 84-127. 87 

Presented by the Auithor. 87 
Dr. G. Buschan has put together here a useful little monograph on the Island of 

Boinholm and its people; and has kindly presented a copy to the Library of the 
Institute. He deals first with the physiography of the island; then with its 
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